
Thousands worldwide are benefiting from this new paradigm shift in health 
and wellness that I refer to as the stress paradox. Offering a counterintuitive 
approach that is relieving stress while creating happier, healthier, more 
empowered people of all ages and backgrounds. From the corporate to the 
family; from the athlete to the first responder; from the individual to 
community, these tools are the pathway to success for us all.

Leveraging the Key Pathways of Stress
to Live Your Best Life

Matt Soule
Stress expert with 15 years experience 10,000+ members 
of the public guided 500+ instructors from 40+ countries 
educated.

Show / Story Ideas

This information about stress can help solve 
everything from bad breath to problems in the 
bedroom

Yes, choosing the right stress can save your love 
life and even your future.

Learn about the stress paradox, a counterintuitive 
approach that you let you ditch the bad stress in 
your life… for good!

Are your kids and teens overstressed? Learn what 
might actually keep them healthier and better in 
school, in sports, and for their anticipated career.

The right balance of stress could improve your 
health, your sports performance, your finances, 
your relationships, your career and even your 
parenting.

Invite this expert researcher to reveal how the 
stress paradox can extend your life span.

How to turn daily stress into daily strength.

Learn to recognize the healthiest types of stress.

5 Surprising benefits of stress.

Don’t be caught by stress’s residual recoil! Be 
healthy, vibrant and happy instead.

What most experts get wrong about stress.

“Matt brings a wealth of experience, 
scientific expertise, and most importantly 
a welcoming and positive
atmosphere [in his trainings]. I'd 
recommend Matt to anyone interested in 
maximizing their health and wellness.” -
Connor Bui, M.S. Sports Physiology, Scientific 
Researcher

7+ years of Podcasts Interviews, 10+ of 
working with corporations large and small. 

Media and Corporate Experience

contact@mattsoule.com+1 206 590 7752 Mattsoule.com

Availability
Worldwide by arrangement


